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NEW AGGREGATION SERVICE FOR DIGITAL SHEET MUSIC 
 
Music Aggregation Services Finland Ltd. have today announced a service which 
allows independent and self-published composers’ digital sheet music to be 
published on the nkoda platform. 
 
Composers have been delivering their works to potential performers as PDF files for a long time. 
Many composers have PDF scores on their websites, for free downloading, in order to make their 
works easily available for potential performers. If the performer gets interested, the composer 
might earn a little bit by selling the sheet music for performances. 
 
End-users have been enjoying several digital sheet music services for some years now. Digital 
PDF downloads of pop music and standard classics is a growing trend, and it is a rather 
straightforward process to purchase and download a PDF sheet music file onto one’s tablet, and 
then use it in a dedicated PDF music reading application, creating own markings etc. 
 
The nkoda digital sheet music service launched less than two years ago, and has since grown 
to include tens of thousand of titles and millions of pages of sheet music, all legally available for a 
monthly fee. nkoda’s user base is solid and it has attracted an unprecedented number of 
publishers to join the service. Today, more than 120 professional publishers have made their 
catalogue digitally available through nkoda, making the app the de facto go-to digital sheet music 
library. However, a vast majority of composers are left outside because nkoda only works with 
commercial, established music publishing companies. 
 
The Escobar·Digital service brought to you by Music Aggregation Services Finland has launched 
to remedy this. It is an easy-to-use upload engine for independent and self-published composers, 
allowing their digital sheet music to be published on the nkoda platform. The composer retains all 
rights for their works and gets 100 % of the usage royalties paid out by nkoda. Different imprints 
are also available. Pricing starts at $14,90 / year with 5 works, and additional work packages can 
be bought any time for $5 / year for 5 works. 
 
If you are an independent or self-published composer, our service is created with you in 
mind. We strongly believe that the world becomes a much better place when all the music 
composed by all composers is available for all!  nkoda is the perfect ecosystem to 
distribute, showcase and promote your music and enjoy the accumulated usage royalties at 
the same time. Start publishing your digital sheet music portfolio to the world today! 
 
Sign up at escobar.digital 
Read more about Music Aggregation Services Finland at masf.fi 
For more information contact us at support@escobar.digital 
 
 
  
 
 
Available imprints:  Escobar Digital | Harmonia Digital | Composer Directory 
 


